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FLOW CHART PROCESS PKS PT MNA

LOADING RAMP
- LORI
- TRANSFER CARRIAGE
- STERILIZER
- TRANSFER CARRIAGE
- TIPPER
- BUNCH SORTER
- THRESER 1 & 2

EB ELEVATOR
- EB HORIZONTAL SCRAPPER
- DOUBLE CRUSHER
- THRESER 1

EB INCINERATED SCRAPPER

BUNCH PRESS
- DISTRIBusi EB PRESS CONV

MR. SLUDGE EBP
- SLUDGE COLLECTION
- CBC
- DECARBONATE
- POLISHING DRUM
- NUT BOTTOM CRS CONV
- NUT ELEVATOR
- NUT AUGHER
- DESENDER
- TOP WET NUT CONVYOR

NUT SICO
- DRY MILL
- HUOMA CM CONV ELEV

CM ELEVATOR
- TOP CM CONV
- MIRRAGING GRADE
- CROSS CM CONV ELEVATOR
- WET KERNEL CONVYOR
- WET KERNEL ELEVATOR
- WET SHELL CONVYOR
- CLAY BATH
- RESTCH BY TRUCK
- WET SHELL CONVYOR
- SHELL HOPPER

KETERANGAN:
1. MINYAK
2. SLUDGE
3. OVER FLOW